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monarchical presidency. But no, he and his friends create
disorder/'*
Besides, the clean sweep is a mistake; the trouble is not in
institutions, but in men; and there he runs counter to the
** Action frangaise " motto : "Politique d'abord." Never that—
morals first, the culture of the individual conscience first, la
mystique first. No saving of material values can make up for a
loss of spiritual values; it no more profits a nation than the
individual to gain the whole world and lose its soul. All of
which was jargon to Maurras—" clouds," he called it.
Their real divergence was thus in the moral sphere, in their
different conceptions of individual responsibility, of the value
and meaning of individual freedom. To Maurras and his school
freedom was dangerous, to be entrusted only to a small govern-
ing class interested in the maintenance of order; to P£guy
freedom was life, and must be the same for all, " for it consists
in believing, and in admitting and believing that your enemy
believes, too." 2 Peguy in other words was a Liberal, one of the
few who deserve to be called by that name, and to enrol him
into the authoritarian ranks is to miss his real contribution to
the thought and life of his age. He was, if anyone ever was, the
really free man, the man who knows how to be alone in his
opinion.
" Maurras and P£guy—what a contrast! The one of honest
bourgeois stock, used to serving the State in the law and the
army, all moulded by this type of obedient service; the other
one of that peasantry which is on its guard against the State,
avoids its contacts, its enrolments, its fiscal pressure, its restric-
1 " Ce qu'il 7 a de curieux," Pdguy goes on to say, " c'est que les types
qu'ils attaquent et salissent le plus, ce sont justement des types d'ancien regime.
Voila Briand : c'est tout a fait le grand courtisan; et Millerand, c'est le grand
commis. C'est bien cela: Briand-Mazarin et Millerand-Colbert " (Entretiens,
p. 162). " II y a plus d'ancien regime dans le petit doigt de Poincare' que
dans toute 1'Action Fran^aise reunie. Poincare', qu'est ce ? si non 1'ordre per-
sistant, traditionnel, 1'ordre qui veut se perpdtuer en se fondant sur 1'ordre
qui dure encore? . . . Je suis un r^publicain monarchiste. Evidemment si le
roi revenait je serais un des plus fi deles de ses sujets. Mais qu'il revienne
d'abord " (P^guy, quoted by Johannet, op. tit., p. 123).
* Quoted byHatevy, of. cit., p. 163.
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